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Arrangements Are Incomplete Wm. T. Thomas
4n Death Of County Couple. Ordained Here
Tomorrow
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MOM

FULL ACCREDITATION IS
! EN MURRAY HOSPITAL

Funeral arrangements for Mr were gc.ing to the J. H. Churchill
and Mrs. Bryan Murdock of Funeral Home in Murray where
Lynn Grove. who were kilted in Mr. Murdock's sister, Mrs. Neil
an automobile accident yester- Annoreng Brandon was taken
William Tuley Thomas will be
day, are irscomplete at the pres- following her death Wednesday ordained to the priesthood
toent time.
night.
• morrow morning by C. Gresham
The family is awaiting the
The couple are survived by Marmion. Episcopal Bishop of
Arrival of Kenneth Murdock, who five children, two daughters, Kentucky.
Yr with the United States Army, Mrs. James Harris of Lynn
The service of ordination will
etationed in Germany. An emer- Grove route 1 and Mrs. Harry be held in the College Presbytergency leave has been granted Lee Potts of Kirksey route I;
him and he is expcled to be '.three sons, Alfred of Murray
flown heme immediately.
tstite one, Pat of Lynn Grove
,Welham Breen Murdock, age ,We 1 and Pfc. Kenneth MurMrs. Jesse
son Regin•
LOS ANGELES it? — Bleak
61 and Mrs. Addie Lou Mur- dock in the army in Germany.
ald, and Mrs. McNutt's father.
Christmas days wi:hout ' their
&kit, age 57 both died in a They also had seven grandchilMr. Otis Henry, veil in3tor
parents were the prospect today
trace automobile accident yes- dren.
Miami. Florida 'to spend .t is e'
fcr efigh• children orphaned by
terday shortly after noon as :hey
Mr. Murdock is survived by
Bernard C. Harvey. A•ftretnis- a big bor.( twO years ago, when
O'beis ma; holidays wi..h friends.
the death of Mr. and Mrs
ns father, Th mas K. Murdock;
trater of the Murray H
Mrs. Meiliat .aught sehaal in
its major project was to renovEauseina Abella.
sissers, Mrs. Lucy Myers
Miami le: a number
-Abella and his 29-year olci -enciinced `tee'ay •hat the hos- -e, !he heenitaf
years
„f Lynn Grove and Mrs. Dumas
MA received f -meal notiv.ite. Jennie,. were drowned
She is :ow teac‘h.:ng a
8 JPRF rOX
It was at this time also that
he A
Cook of Lynnville; one brother.
ttnited Pr..* !OAR rtorossesrielent th-isdry when
•H eeretal
3. Auo Scheel. .
car plunged firnticn that it is now tufty the
Auxiliary
was
Phillip Murdock.
Autiverhies In Ihree trates to- aft a bridge in nearby Long accred:ted by the Bran 0f Crm- formed. This auxiliary is Oill
Her eiac.h &rade c.as cooMrs. Murdock is survived by
missieners
of
the
CommisJoint
sfey
Beach
and
faeel
landed
cperet:ng
The
tac.edin 10, feet of
the Air Fjrze M.eseTe
metevn-oh ith of
and furnishes actual
hree sis.ers, Mrs. Tony Seherfon Accreditation of Hesse:- aid te nurses, plus many other
Tef:ing Center, Patrick
A i r eleering away the ugly *ears of water.
fius and MrS. Norene Richardt
Dea:h
of
the
couple orphaned
,ervices such as a bookmobile
Fax:4 Base, Cape Canaveral, Fla. tornadtc deeaseatien ln 'he wake
of the county a n d Mrs.
-vhleh carries magazines. books,
and asked that -Mrs. McNute be of 'WO days of death-deteing eight children, four here and
,This
Prn.ice Beaman of Apopka.
announcement
is
a
fallow
four
in
St. Louis, Mo. The four
deers that left Mere than 1,e:e. to the pltients in :he many
olewed :o visit the imalaation
of
a
Flerida; two brothers. Quaid
recent
evaluation
of
the
here,
Susan. 9. Mary 10, Gloria
rooms of the nispirtait
her way to M:anii and the 400 persons homeless.
heaping survey conducted on
Rogers of Detroit and Clifford
A, lea.' 14 nereons w e. r e 12 — Mrs. Abe:la's children by
Many modern appliances and
n Services Officer
Oc.cber
22
of
this
year
by
Dr.
RANDANA gl —Kendall 7'ho- Rogers of Browns Grove.
ccreer., itd that the cr,,s aver a; known dead in the weather on- a previous marriage—and Gems- W. G. Atwood, field representa- nseded equipment ano other
'the popular couple were
rr.
shs
:ion Jr., Abella's 18-month old
!crone. hive been added down
Eau Galitie t Pa.rich Air Force 'super" aeries Arkansas.
eve of the Commission.
neenibers of the Williams C'hopel
q r•han-Ilee
son, were Sakea to Jut enile
ress-1 rt-,,
lucugh ,he years. which ,makes
Base, where :he headquareers of end Miseeure anti more than 200
Church
Christ
of
where
the,
Four others. Sammy, 8, Bobby,
tfio.
,
•. role.
,
hon',ros
xreonis were injured.
The canards's:en is coneposed .he hospital modern in every
.he tess center are leca:ed.
funeral will be held. Burial wild
William Tuley Thomas
I.P.1,r< Thee-ea
reelieseel
A frelh ,sittorcak of tornedic 9, Charles, 13. and Cloude Capps, I he American College of Pity- respect.
She can see the two
are staying in St. Louis
a hemline helk,re Fieti and Wild- be :n the Salem Cemetery. Bro.
• Wi:h :he Val accreditaLion ratthe Ma.ao..sr arm the , Snack. violence Tlhureday night eiwisot
Ian
on
church
west
Main
street
at
Hargis
officiate.
Henry
will
life Resources Cermiesinner
estithwes: Arkansas and seoth- with the:r maternal grandmother.
hg, the Murray Hospital is coin11 o'clock in the morning. The Which are on perrnanen, dispiay
Mrs. Minnie late.
Pane Waloace.eesehe ,ese vri•ti
eerable to any ,her hospital in
church extends a cordial welcome in fren: of the technical labora- ern lPimeois. following up a 'wave
Police said Mrs. Abella was
Chiendler at she time
the at.he nation.
to citizens of Murray to attend tory on the base. The class abc ef twisters the night before dial driving her sailor husband back
test's!' vioaation.
heavy
Tho accrodita:ion means much
deetructien
in te
received fact sheets trim the apread
.
this service.
the
tanker
USS
Navasota
Thenae. fired he Wallace aft.o :he average patient, since it
Thomas has been minister-in- mrasile less cen.er Wtich oper- downstate Illinois 'arid htisiouri. when their car stalled on a
er he ressort ed ('handler. WeilTwo Negro wcmen were killed
includes a self policing action
charge of St. John's Episcopal ates :he world's largess praying
bridge approach A car behind
bee. and two whet men for
Thursday night in a tornado
on .he part of the medical staff.
church in Murray since July of ground fur guided miseries.
assisted
with
a
push.
hunting on the Ballard County
nest Waldo. Ark., and several
this year. He and Mrs. Thomas
These sheets aided greatly in
Apparently
t
it
e
accelerator
Rhone refuge near Wicieliffe after
and their daughter, Elise
the chscussicne of the Weekly Persons were injured The Red stuck in the Abella car. It ran
houre Dec 4. Thursday said he
CAPE CeNAVERAL, Fla 414 livei n Murray on North 16th 4 Reader s.ucty of guided miesees. Crests declared .the district a out of control, ripped up 30
still believed "1 did my duty"
cinwiter area.
In Murray for the service. arjd
—Missilemen expected to take
feet of bridge railing, hit an
Thomas, fired for "insubordia breather today, now that they taking part in it, are five Episabutment and plunged into the
Several Others Reported
nation." said at his home here,
have successfully fired three of copal priests They are: Stephen
Otter twisters hit the com- water below. Divers recovered
-I still feel like I'm righ't...
R. Davenport, Harrods Creek, ky.;
ttUs country's biggest "birds."
munities of Elkville• 111., near :he bodies two hours later. ,
there's rs , quest I.
ltb4,u•
the
There were still unconfirmed William H Langley, Jr. Louis'nee act, - Mate ed MIITIArnsborn,
fact they were .sliu
"
reotarts of an Atlas .ehoot to ville, Ky, Robert fl. .Steilberg,
However he gRid that Chin- wind nfritiehweek • bert en Owe
th•own, ICy.; Irwin HutVernon wheel also auffered earlspelt probably didn't knew about formed source said the big inter, bert, Jr , .11opkinsville. Ky.: and
hr tarnad
damage. The tweeIhe revelation and +list from a continental missile would not be S. Hughes Garvin, Paducah, Ks
I* er 'TIvarsday remelt caused minor —
legal standpoint the neonate of fired again until after the first
The funeral of Mrs Nell Arm-.arreage.
strong Brandon, who died In /fr
the trial was just.
of the year.
Idurphyrbore. the hardest hit
aunatiot . wounds allegedly inCharges against Chandler that
The firing of it Thor Thursday
By ARTHUR W. ARUNDEL
by the rare late December twistflicted by her husband, Alvia
he hunted ducks and geese in left only the Atlas visible in
Fred Schultz, Principal of Mur- ere, rat:Ported nine . known dead: United Press Staff Correspondent
Brendan. last week, was held
the game preserve were dismis- its tower at the Cabe Small
ray High School and Dub Russell. National Guard efficials earlier
Bernard C. Harvey
WASHINGTON
— U. S.
nt 1700 o m 'his afierreion at
sed in Quarterly Court at Wicic- missiles such as the Snark and
driving instructor and assistant had rep( redtwo additional un- military space scientists have
lithe Judge prn tern Anderson Bomare. which cio no. stand
College
of Ii Seventh and Poplar Chore+
coach were the speakers yester- idenlified N-iotirrec, but local au- chareed five steps they feel will eic:an.s. Amertcson
of Christ with Br.. Henry Harge
Mires upheld a defense motion to in service towers, were believed
aay at the Murray Rotary Club. :horities said that repert, appar- take man to the moon, it was Surgeons, Aredrican H. eti.;.1 AsThe Kentucky theme'eSharing
desniss the charge against Chan- in launching areas at the test
s-re-lotion
Canadian fficiat ing
The
itild
They spoke on the driver 'raining ent)), !stemmed frcm cerninunica- !earned today.
Responsibilities for Character and
Burial was in the city cemedler t.n greuncis that "there was center.
at the school.
They also have set their sights Medical
eons difficulties.
•
Spiritual Education" w a s the
tery.
r actual inter:veinal offence of
It was also reported that anSchultz
introduced
was
this
by
that
Na'
said
Harvey
retina
for
combat
flying operations
Other tornado victims include
- Pallbearers were William Netother Vanguard satellite-carrying topic discussed at the December Ryan Hughes. He told the clue
recognized that the quality and
ed one each at Meunt Vernon above the earth's atmosphere.
in Murdock, Phillip Howard
Cheeses against Wallace and rocket had been placed in its meeting of the Kirksey PTA.
that
driver
was
training
conpr
'feecorrect
e
ternally
services
No time schedule has been
and Sunfield. Ill., and at FarmFeatured on the program was
Murdeck, Gerald Murdock,
John McClintock. a game pre- service tower, but was not exsidered an important part of ngton. Mo.
aveilable
to
patients
at'
t
•h e
laid down because each suc.Pacicae Myers. Max Snvehertnan,
serve official, ate° were dismis- pected Jo be fired until after Mrs. James Gray, discussing the the curricula of the school and
cessive step is more difficult Murray Hospital are second to
role of the home; Bro. Bobby
Stories Include Rain
John 7 hensas Murdock.
sed on the technicality that the the new year.
Murray
was
that
High
the
first
Heavy rains pounded 'the tor- than the last. But the experts none in the United States and
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
regulation forbidding hunting of
The intermediate range Thor Sims, discussing the role of the school in Me state to begin the
now feel a maximum effort Canada.
church;
Mrs.
and
Thyra
Midwestern
swept
Crawnado
earn
H me was in chat ge of arrangeducks and geese at the refup out on a breathtaking show_
traipingo_
The Fattinageole -"Accreditation"
. research and davelopment
-forth
of
-the
ride
the
retriest.
MUTL".ties
Thureday.
ments.
er 'rime was in•Wiik because ThursitThe White missile
The course is a combined
A Christmas message was dis'he search fr more possible possibly could put a U.S. "space is a chMinte honor and reflee's
It was • never published in a fired a few minutes before
effort, he said, of the American
high
station"
degree
the
into
500
of
orbit
pr
to
fee
600
mat
played
on
the
speaker's
'desk
vice:1ms.
p.m. e.s.h and rose higher and
Boll.,rei Dainty newspaper.
ability ef the medical staff of
which was decorated with ever- Automobile Association, automoIn Washingom, the govern- miles above the earth. by 1962.
higher into a clear blue sky
bile manufacturers and local
The scientists told the United the hospital.
green
and
large
candle
semidesignietannounced
has
it
merit
until it was iust a dot streaking
automobile dealers. The course
Press the problem Of free ex"All depar Merits- and tunemutheastward out over the At- circled around the open Holy is an extra credit course. he ed ox counties in Mistsouri and toleration
of space — the moon hens in the hospital received
as
Illinois
disaster
five
areas
in
lantic. It was one of the prettiest Bible.
The "spirit of the Christmas said, and does not replace a as a result if th.e widespread and beyond — is still a -hundred c'ese inspection and the employdaylight shoots in some time.
NEW YORK IP —DT. Billy
times greater" than orbiting a ees are to be cingratulated upon
season" was awakened within .regular academic course.
The
Department
Defense
anRussell. the instructor told of tornado damage.
The sale of Series E and If
space station or platform. Not having received rya: iereil recog- Graham's
rnaeave evangelletic
each one when the first through
Murphy:86°ra,
Sheriff
afterward
nounced
In
Howthe
missile
Savings Bonds in Cahoway Counthe least of the problem Is nition for eheiteeffers in behalf •rurade to save :he people of
the sixth grades furnished the -his experience in driver training
flown
prescribed
"its
Ohea
ham
178
had
ard
were
said
course
inty during November amounted
perfecting a space station or ef the patients they serve." New York made a profit of
entertainment by singing Christ- at Murray High and other
jured in the storm. Two of the plattptm.
to 512.606 and the cumulative and landed in the pre-selected mas carols. Mrs. Thyra Craw- schools. $317,613 on a three-milliunhdolNot the least of the Harvey said today.
impactoirea."
continued
in
critical problem is peftecting a space
No accidents have occurred injured
sales fie th e eleven months
He added that Murray and I a r budIge4.
ofrd accompanied on the piano.
condition.
totalled $133631.
ship capable of a "soft landing- Callowey County has much to
The treasurer if the Graham
Annette Palmer led the group thus far in the training, he said.
-There's no telling tIllw much -gently enough for human pasIn Kentucky. sales for NoBACK YARD TROUBLE
be proud of in their busy gen- New York crusade. Edwin F.
in singing "0 Come Al! Ye The course includes not only
damage is dune," Cheatham said sengers to serves
actual
driving
classsrooin
but
wire $3.813.805. and for
the
—
(in
.
,
Chriniund. reported the profit
Faithful" 'elth Emma Jo Camp
eral heepttal.
Thursday nigh". He said between moon or another planet.
work also, he continued.
The eleven montits reached 651,PENSACOLA.sFla
The effort to have the h ispital 'Thursday in his final financial
— Fire- at the piano.
100 and 150 homes were demolcovered
Areas
are
parking.
590,866 against the annual goal men jumped on their trucks
Aeronautical engineers
a n d fully accredited has been a long etatement. In addition, the cruE. A. .Mathis, minister of the
of $60,603,040
when the alarm sounded but the Oak Grove Presbyterian church both diagonal and parallel, stop- ...shed and at least that many aviation medicine specialists have one, and various hospital ad- eade paid $337.483.81 to the BilAbut 300 per- laid out the following spase
mere
damaged.
distances,
ping
how
take
to
track didn't go anywhere When conducted the devotional.
ministrators formerly hired by ly Graham Evangelistic Assn. of
,t5 were nimeless.
WHERE'S DALLAS?
progrem progresiung to the "ulti- the hospit
hist ructions came the firemen
The first and third grade - tied curves, operation, accessories and
:
al board .have worked Minneapolis. Teh e amociation
NEW YORK 0.1" — A native climbed sheepishly down and by having the most mothers signals.
mate point" of space travel and to bring about' the realization.
pays; Graham his 520.000 annual
Training films are in use-also,
Texan had his traditional Texas used a garrden hose to put out present.
moon landings:
Bernard Harvey, although he salary.
he
said.
ego deflated while Christmas a small trash fire behind the
—Earth satellite tests to obtain has been at the hospital
The Home Economics girls and
SANTA EXONERATED
The New York crusade group
for
Jess Kelley was a visiting
shopping in crowded Macy's De- firehouse
data on cosmic rays. meteorites only a c imparitively .short
the teacher. Mrs. Oren Hull
...aid the New York expenses of
time.
Rotarian
Mayfield,
from
Kenparcent Store. He asked the
arranged the Christmas decoraSTERLING, Ill. it? — Santa and air densities and their effect has culminated •elie effort - and Graham and his team from the
tucky. Guest of
Jesse Jack- I Claus, blamed at first for
saleslady to ship a gift package
fbr the meeting.
causing on animals and radio signals. made the aceroditatien a reality. 53.130.521.66 in gross crusade reYULE
CARDS
son
PITCHED
was
Austin
Bruce
of the a $100,000 fire, in Kline's
Dallas "What's that near?"
The topic for the January
De- During this phase unmanned obThe hospital was purchased by ceipts aceerchng to the Chiniund
Division
of Accident Control. De- partment
!ille asked
meeting sioille be "Sharing ReStore, didn't' start it jects would make "hard land- the people of Murray and Calto- report.
CLEVELAND
— Joseph sponsibilties i
b or the Future partment of Public Safety, Frank- after all, the fire department ings" on the moon and some way Cosiny about eleven years
Chinlund said
the 5217,618
Larysz hought a paper bag his Homemakers of America." Kirk- fort, Kentucky.
, said. Fire
re Chief Richard HicoI planets.
ago and was to operate as a profit will be divided as follows:
wife left on the kitchen sink was sey FHA organization
earth
manned
but
satellite
—A
will presaid faulting lighting, not' a
nan-vroftt
making
institution.
---$150.000 to the Billy Grafull of garbage nad pitched it sent the program.
mechanical St. Nick, was re- into orbit and human passengers Two heavy mortipiiges dill rest- ham Evangelistic Assn. for teleKOREAN BOY ADOPTED
into the garbage pail. Then he . The refreshments
successsfully
to
returned
earth
were served
sponsible for the fire.
learned the bag contained the by the freshman
• —Space platforms successfully ed on the hospital, however, vision costs of future crusades.
and sophomore
TOKYO '11.1 — A U S Air
—$67.618 to the Protestant
Christmas cards he and his wife mothers with .the tables
placed in orbit at 500 to 600 since sixty thousand dollars had
being Force couple opened up a new
By UNITED PRESS
spent their evenings addressing decorated with
miles above the earth. These to be borrowed from banks in Council if New York for a folcandles and Santa life today for the first Korean
Jaen week an dthat his wife had and his reindeer.
would serve mainly as ware- addition to the money raised by low-up of the crusade's eean0orphan to be adopted by an Air
Southwest Kentucky —Mtistly len them out to mail.
houses to supply rocket-pfopelled popular subscription. Since that 11Wil Int'gran).
Forme family under a row Imtime the first mortgage of $60,Graham, who said he had been
today, clearing and little
planes.
migration law. 1st Lt. Austin
cooler this afternoon High to—A "24-hour satellite station" 000 has been paid, plus the in- criticized fir the size of his
CLOTHES MAKE MAN
Wade,
of
Franklin,
Ky.
and
his
crusade budget. drew audiences
day 56 MoStly fair and co/der
located 22.500 miles out in space terest.
WHO is credited with setwife introduced the American
mortgage
second
The
has tortaking more than two million
tonight and Saturday Isrw toand revolving around the earth
ting up the first Nativity
ATLANTA (ifi — Detective C
way of life to their new 3-year
once each 24 hours. This would shrunk to about $8.000 largely during the 16-week crusade. The
night 35
scene?
A. Royal got something of a
old son, Jeff, whom they brought
be used as a base for manned due a, the tacit that note holders meingelist Maintained that "if
Some 5:30 a.m temperetures: hackhayded compliment
when he
back from Korea Wednesday. The
have been personally contacted mine soul was saved" in the
airereft.
Louisville
54. Lexington
52. donned a uniform and took his
Certsus
35
Wades adopted Jeff under a new
Maclean
space vehicle capable of and urged to turn their note into nightly
meetinge
in
&wiling Green 52, Paducah 51, ailing wife's post at a school
Adult Beds
65
immigration lawt which permits
navigating between these space a contribution.
Square Garden and giant rallies
Covington 54, London 54 and crossing here. "Oh, Mr Royal,"
Emergency Beds
30
children adopted by U.S. servstations and ultimately making
The Murray Woman's Club. at Yankee Sled:sem and : h e
Hookineville. 54.
said a lady acquaintance, "you
Patients edineted, three. Dis- icemen to enter the United States
"soft landings" on the moon under the direction of. Mrs. H. Polo Grounds, the big budget
EVIITIWVitle. Ind., 64.
ook like a real policeman "
reviewed, none. No new citizens.
on a non-quota basis.
and planets.
T. Wakinip, gave the hospital was worth it.

Local People Will
Visit In Florida

Bleak Christmas
Is Seen For Eight

Clear Scars
Of Tornado
14 Are Dead

Notification Is Received By
Hospital Administrator Harvey

tame Warden
Requests
Hearing

Missilemen To
Take A Break

9Clb.

rtmas

Schultz And
Russell Talk
At Rotary

CANDY .. 29t

Five Steps To
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Kirksey PTA Holds
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Graham Crusade
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13ond Sales Are
$12,606 Last Month
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Funeral Of
Mrs. Brandon
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIMES TV To Hit
Language
Differences

DT LEDGER • TOMS PUBLISHING COMPANY. lea.
MseaUdation of Use Murray Ledger, The Calloway Thom and The
(mes-Berald. October 30. LIMIL and the West Kentuckian, January
I. 1)41
JAMES C WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
rr Public Voice items whirr in our opanioe are not a...r the twet
Sy VERNON SCOTT
uttered et our readers.
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD 4? — Joseph
EATIONAL
REMESENTATT•ES: WALLACE WITW R CO, UM
Monroe, IlleanplIM Tenn.; 230 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michigan Cotten has a theory that television will eliminate regional langIra, Chicago; 80 Bolyston St. Bosto
n.
uage accents and colloquialisms
in this country within a generaWowed at the Post Other, Murray, Kentucky. for trauaz.dasion
tion or so.
Sicced Clam Matter
-We'll alivbe talking the-sarne
RURIPORPtIOIN RATES: By Cerrier in Murray, per tweet Me. par language, so to speak," he venInialis Oa. RI Calloway and adjoiruag aouatios, per year WIC Ms*. tured in a slight southern aca..'
cent.
-TV is more effective than
FRIDAY — DECEMBER 20, 1957
radio or ,movies in neutralizing
accents because people spend
more time with It."
Joe wasn't sounding off just
to har his own complicated lingo
try, on guard in that kingdom.
which includes the Bostonian
broad "A", the New Y,,rker's
The Kingdom of God cometh not with obhabit of swallowing R's, and
taint overtones' of his native
Luke 17:20.
servation.
Virgima
Used Variety of Dialects
God's kingdom bz mightily, stretching its
The graying actor spent years
borders daily. Every church is a fortress.
in radio using a variety of diaEvery missionary society a strong point.
lects.
-In the early days of talking
Every good man, woman, and child is a settpictures I dubbed foreign films
from Frahm and Italy, into English. We radio acktors fie4uently
dubbed. four os.,Ifive roles, in
a single film. I remember I once
;did 14 different patts.
-When the first English-made
,pictures played American the•aters audiences made fun of them,
talking back to the screen in
; exaggerated
britigargot." J o e
saio. slipping into a blighty
pronunciation.
December 17, 1957
-So I 'got work translating
TOTAi7 HEAD 571
dialogue from English to American."
$22.00-23.50
Long Fed Steers
He pointed out that :ew suc19.00-21.50
Short Fed Steers
cessful TV actors or emcees
18.00-23.00
Baby Beeves
........
can be pegged as to their origins
13.00-15.50
Fat Cows, Beef Type .;,;
by .their patois. Even kcal an8.00-12.50
Canners and Cutters
nouncers are losing their drawls,
13.00-17.40
twangs and brogues.
Bulls
Accent Limits Actor
VEALS —
•*Miist actors minimize their
31.10
...
Fancy Veals
rev, nel pronunciations,_vgnd it
27.10
No. 1 Veals
is definitely having an impact
24.30
No. 2 Veals
On viewers." he claims.• "If an
6.00-20.00
act.T does have an accent it
Throw outs
limits the types of roles he can
'-lOGS —
play.
18.50
200 to 240 pounds
*Foreign accents are different,
18.50
180 to 195 pcunds
I suppose. But I can't imagine
HAVE
Charles Boyer playing a cowboy
• NO SALE DECEMBER 24 BUT
or a red cap.SALE DECEMBER 31.
Cotten doesn't cotton to dialie7 s. bue he refused to lose his
ssa
lea
Ica
/33
=9
.7t 7
7 71 sza
't:"A
"A".
A broad
•
,
raill.711111111
-1 srfnply can't say kanf," he
t
6
I laighed.
I /.1" I
He believes southerners from
1 Ira
drab Mississippi conversing with
a '
rural Vermonters would have
more trouble understanding one
I another
than they • would interV
Our smart 'n' sturdy boots, rubbers and
preting Russikn.
i
1
galoshes provide perfecct protection for
'Cradually. a n d thanks iR
your ''shoes and lett in, any weather.
•
large part to TV. these ditt
0
i
comfortand
fcrences ared ytng out. The Mid
They always keep you dry
Western twang has all but disable .... make walking in the rain a
i
appeared." he says.
pleasure,
i
-The „last bastion Of ingrained
1 51.99
12.99
colloqualism is Brooklyn. It may
be ithndreds of yea"; before
Brooklypese becomes a dead language if you -get my pernt."

—
Murray Livestock Co.
— MARKET REPORT

Certificate in recognition of one
hundred per cent chapter member participation bv.'ain Taylor
receix ed • certificate awarding
him Fecond place in the district.
The meeting adjourned with
°Mica' closing' ritual.
'rhe Hazel Chapter of Future
Charles Nesbitt,
Farmers,of America net Mosittay
Reporter
with 'p'resident Dv.ain Taylor
Principle items of business ,on
NAVAL OFFICER JAILED
the agenda included a review
recent
rat
prevention
of the
PORTSMOUTH, England 11" —
program and plans for the annual
}'FA banquet to be held in Navy Sub-Lietenant Allan CalFebruary. Acknowledgement wt Veley began a nne months jail
given to the Farm Achievement senteuce today for lunging at
Contest sponsored by the Couri,:r tw seamen with his ceremonial
Journal. The chapter received a sword.

HAZEL FFA
News
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DEATH BLAME FIXED
I.ONDON 4,1 — A coroner's
jury has returned a vecclict of
accickental death in the case of
a senior scientist who was killed
at a British i+search station last
Wednesday. The jury ruled that
Douglas Whittaker, 39. died of
"primiry metabolic failure" after
a fire broke out in a small
furnace at the Aldermaston Research Laboratories, 40 miles
northwest of London. 'rhe jury
said "there appears to be no
evidence of an negligence "

SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Phone 433

Corner at 4th & Main

1

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
Miss Joanne Hendon, Chrstian College, Columbia,
Mo., arrived in Murray this week to spend the Christmas
holidays with her parents, Mi. and Mrs. Graves Hendon.
Christmas baskets have been prepared and will be
distributed soon to needy families by members of the
Murray Hi-Y Club.
President of the club is Phil Crawford; Vive-President. "%rester Orr; Secretary; Eli Alexander; Treasurer,
Joe Cable.
All kids of Murray and Calloway County are invited
to a gala Christmas party at the Varsity at 9:30 a.m.
the day before Christmas.
At 9:00 last night the fire department was called
to 301 S.. 12th Street to put out a fire in the home of
Charles Baker, employee of Shell Oil Company.
Extensive damage .was'done.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Putnam entertained the members
of th Fine Arts faculty Ind wives immediately following the string quartet c"ncert, Monday evening.

Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock

Have a wonderful holiday time, friends and
neighbors! Here's hoping that your Christmas will be the merriest and brightest ever.

wia.

t rb •. , c atv 4".00:'Avee crf I
i ' ifte.I.J.,3nact s'-- - monibiti '

1
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NEW 461111AL

Murray Home & Auto
J. D. Murphy
4
0
14

We're entering the
Holiday scene with
sintere thanks and the
Se-asons best wishes to
All our patrons
v.hose good will
and confidence
e %aloe so highly.

VENTURI

Tidwell Paint Store

.1••=•••=.1••••=1D

SOUTHPORT. NC. 4P — Hellci,pters were to try a new kind
1 job today — hoisting a 1.744pound lantern to the top of a
-4440-fr,othouse on nearby Oak Island

RELIEVE YOUR ;COLD
AT ANY STAGE —
THIS BETTER WAY:
., Improved fi,rroula of BC-6
I
isetcarkostottmiss.elat•_cl rim tva sosnt•gIIIKIMIMIIIIVXIMIIIIIrakja1311MUIMfillina 4ives amazing relief from sniffles,
i

Family Shoe Store
'

Try Our Delicious...

EGG NOG
olcoh

0So/a

,
c ngestion. headache. Mrs. H says
-1 was surprised at' the'comfort
HQ-8 gave mt after only two
FIQ-11 gave me aftpr only two
IHOLItS, your 59 cents back at
• any drug store. BQ-8 NOW at
HOLLAND DRUG CO.

1

• Comfortable Lounging
Chairs for Dad
• Kelvinator Appliances

la

for Mom

u• Nursery Furniture
Yi• Throw Rugs

-

Just

dropped by

to fell you how much We

Carpets

%•

• Tables for Every
Occasion

appreciate your
INTERLOCKING RING SETS

patronage and to xish

• Chests - Mirrors Pictures - Lamps

i

you all the joys

•

of this festive holiday
season! Good
luck and much
happinelr'
—
11 good old fashion. formula, that situlifutly
blends fresh • cream • milk eggs 'sugar inicl
fits vor f6gether into 6 mouth-Vvatering' treat

Order Yours Today

$200.00

COLLINS-LOCK
Wedding Ring $62.50
Together forever- her perfectly paired Keepsake
Interlocking Ittn9 Set =secretly locked to display
maximum beauty.
ix.ne...1..g.,1 III Op,, 4.tskil4
Pm. mar Jude rodor•I Tom

RYAN MILK.
CO.

FURCHES
S. 4th St. Ph. 193-J

SPECIAL ON POAMEX MATTRESSES
siPP•

Chig Carraway's Gulf
Station

SALMON & RAY
rp

"YOUR

105

N. 3rd St.

KELYINATOR

DEALER"
Telephone 1824

lAVAiefA.Iimo
'AWAVAWAsif.AirkAie
1.=//A•PC̀
Z
/e/A•11=P$AVA•fAillfA4
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Squad RACERS FALL TO MAROONS 86 TO 69.:"4.
Tarheels Place Streak On The Line Indian
Gets Ninth Win

UG CO.

By FRED DOWN

)
ECIALISTS"

United Press Sports Writer
N trth Carolina places its 36game winning streak on the line
and 10 other n.atianally-ranked
powers risk, their ratings tonigte
s
get the ahristma3-week college basketball whirl off to a
flying start.
-

Phone 433

11111111111111111111111111/

The top-ranked Tarheels, unbeaten since their final game of
tlie 1955-56 campaign. face Minta, the country's 16th-rated
er, in the opener of the Kentucky Invitational Thurnament.
With sixth - ranked Kentucky
facing 14th - ranked West Virginia in the other half of the
opening
bill, the tournament
posed the biggest threat to North
Carolina's national rating since
it beet, Kansas in the finosls of
last season's NCAA Tournament.
Second-ranked Kansas opposes
third-ranked 'Kan-

r

•

qvushington.

ass
State
faces
Washington,
fourth - ranked San Francisco
meeltS eighth-ranked Seattle in
the opening round of the Blue
Grass Tournament at Louieville,
Ky.; seventh-ranked Cincinnati
meets North Texas State and
100th-rated UCLA opposes 11thranked Bradley in tonight's Other games involving top powers.

the first round as the dark horse
on the strength of an 18-point
all - around performance by
Jackie Moreland, the player who
cost N•orth Carolina State an
NCAA suspension for alleged
recruiting. Moreland and Louisianan Tech meet Tennessee tonight in to/hat is regarded, as
th key game of the tournament.
Wisconsin downed Butler, 5958, Indiana beat St. Mary's of
California, 79-66, Purdue whipped South Dakota, 74-62, Western, Kentucky walloped Seton
Hall, 101-75, and New York
Unlyersity romped over South
Carolina, 81-.66, in other b i g
games Thursday night.
Badgers Squeeze By
Bob Barni.sson sank two free
&flaws with 14 sec aids remainitireg to give Wiscons&in a threepoint lead and negate a lastsecond goal ir Bob Plump; Pete
CYbrernifiry tallied .19 points for
Indiana; Purdue rorkied.after a
26-26 •tnigtime deadlock;
lptt
Crosthwaite scored 35 poi
to
lead Western Kentucky to its
fourth win in five games and
Cal Ramsey's '22 ,points enabled
NYU Is, beat South Carolina
before a crowd of only 4.857 at
New
York's
Madison Square
Gagden.
Bob McGillivray's layup with
15 seconds left produced a 5756 victory for North Carolina
State over Villanova and St.
Joseph's defeated Richmond, 9064, in a doubleheader at Philadelphia's PaIeat ra
In other games, Dayton routed
Fordtram, 64-35, Boston University downed Colgate. 65 - 55,
Princeton crushed Rutgers, 80shaded
Georgia
47, Georgia
Tech, 69-68, and Holatra whipped Perin Military, 88-53.

Schedule Begins Calmly
The•holiday schedule began
Thursday night with a collection
of games that more or less followed form.
In the Carrousel Tournament
at Charlofte, N. C., Tennessee,
Lottis;iana Tech, Alabama, and
Louisiarya State all advanced into the •second round. Tenneseee
beat Bucknell, 89-71; Louisiana
Tech whipped Davidetan, 66-41;
Alabama downed Glen:mem, 7875, and LSU upset Lafayette,
80-72.
Louisiana Tech einerged from

Benton scalped their ninth
victim Thursday night in the
person, of Symsonia with an,
85-54, victory that insured their
entrance into the Paducah Xmas
tourney with a perfect record.
Symonsia was a team potentially, capable of knocking off
the Big Indians but any hope
for such sUccess flickered out
in the third period. The Benton
.quiniet scored 20 points in
the third stanza while holding
the Graves Countians to only
three to give them a, 55-28, lead.
The score was'knotted 15-all
at the end of the first quarter
of play and Coach Farris' Indians
were able to command only a
ten point lead, 25-25, at halftime.
But a third quarter spurt coupled
with a blanket, defense turned
the game into a run-away victory for Benton.
, It was Benton's ninth consecutive win and the second loss
in 11 games for the Roughriders.
Big J. D. Gemmel and Paul
Dailey led the victors' attack
with 25 points each. Larry McClure got 15 for Symsonia's top
effort.
Benton
15 35 55 84
Symsonia
15 25 28 54
Benton (84)
Forwards: Dailey 25, Walston
I. Gold 15.
Centers: Gammel 25, Peek 3.
Guards: Peck 3, Anderson 2,
Duke 8, Morgan 2.
Symsonia (54)
Forwards: Elington 2, Butler
13, Gardner,
Center:.Cole 13.
Guards: McClure 15, Lyles 2,
Smith 5, Gough 4.
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
EDGAR (SAM) RICE

•

gytawirAwcgusri

19 points, Sullins added 12 and
Murrai State (69)
Centers: Sullins 12 Herndon 1,
Ken Wray got 11.
Forwards: 'Terry Darnell 19,1 Guards: Teter 8, Alexander 2,
Murray State's next game will Tabor 7, Wra7 11.
•
!Toni Parnell 9, Winders.
be at the Evansville Invitational
Tournament at Evansville Dec. rtanayesirowiasszsmuusamsansavaciaimassataamemtsmaruansimaram
27th.
Mississippi State (86)
Forwards: Fisher 4, Hull 8,
Center: Howell 39.
Guards: Keeton 15, Bailey 3,
Usher 9, Davis 8.

a
AfIIRRA
4,12IVIE-IN

incotec

Open 6:00

Terry Darnell
Scores 19 Points
The Murray State Racers dropped :another ' road game last
night, their third of the season,
bowing to Mississippi State, 8669, at Starksville, Mississippi.
Murray battled the !highlyregarded, Linbeaiten Mississippi
team on even termer for three
quarters of the contest. It was
not until Quitman Sullins, Gerald
Tabor and Tom Darnell fouled
out with five minutes remaining
in the clash that the Maroons
begin to pull away.
The Thoroughbreds played
without the services of Joe WI 1more and Sherrill Marginet. Wi more received a concussion n
the Hardin-Simmons game and
did not make the road trip.
Maraginet was 'suffering a badly
sprained ankle and did not dress
for the game.
Murray was leading by an
eight-point margin, 44-36, at
halftime. A lead that was not
completely lost until •the loss
of their three starters via the
foul route when the Maroons
begin to_pull away to victory.
Both squads connected on 28
field goals so the 17-point margin came from the charity lane,
the host team cashing in on
30 points as compared to 13 for
MSC.
Bailey Howell. 6-7 center, was
the big man af the evening
bagging 39 points, hitting 19 of
12 foul shots. Terry Darnell led
Me way for the Racers with

Just a friendly message
to thank you for your patronage
and wish you and your loved ones a
holiday season full of
friendship, good cheer,
good health and much happiness!

-

Start 6:45

a
a
a
the Ideal Gift
for all the Ladles on
your Christmas List

FRI.-SAT. DEC. 20-21
TWO BIG HITS !!
&s

TAGICOAC71

Solve your Christmas shopping
problems by giving Nite life
Slippers to all the ladies on your
shopping list. There is a pair of
lovely luxurious Nite life Slippers
styled to delight all ages. Styled to
please, crafted for comfort.
Come in now and choose from a
wide variety of colors and styles.

roIVY
GA.SC OPF,

starr•

FORREST

TUCKER
Nam
BLANCHARD

a
a
a

WALL=
FORD
A bpi rim lac Prodrict.
Maul l• 10,1Cooknry-res

P-L-U-S

$4.50

SIZZLING!

°OR&
jai*

a

1//

SUN.-MON.

IIg

DEC. 22-23

"CHIEF
CRAZY

I.

HORSE"

$2.98

. with -
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ADAMS SHOE STORE'

VICTOR MATURE

Fight Results

hrt. N
laij
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by United Press
Edgar (Sam) Rice, fur 19 years
a star outfielder with the Washington Senators, is regarded by
•
many as the greatest ball player
By UNITED PRESS
of the past who hasn't yet been
East
elected to the Hall of Fame. His
Hufstra 68 Penn Military 53
lifetime batting average was .322
NYU 81 South Carolina 66
and he made 2,987 hits, a total
Tufts 68 Harvard 63
surpassed by only seven other
Niagara 79 Scranton 72
players in history. In three World
Boston College 92 , Brandeis 62
Series. Sam batted .302 and had
Georgetown 81 St. Peter's N.J. 66
12 hits in the 1925 series alone.
N. Carolina St. 57 Villanova 56
Whatever happened to Sam
Albright 76 Gettysburg 67
Rice' 'today, at 65. he lives in
Princeton 80 Rutgers 47
semi-retirement on his pigeon
St. Joseph's Pa 90 Richmond 64
farm at Ashton, Md.
South
Georgia 89 Georgia Tech 68
Mississippi St. 86 Murray St. 89
Tulane 65 Virginia Tech 58
High School
Quantico Tourney
Championship
by United Press
LOS ANGELES-Charlie SawProvidence Coll 63 Quantico 56
Consolation
yer, 147, Los Angeles, stopped
Belmont Ab. 72 St Mich. Vt'. 60 Ray liernallidez, 149, Juarez, Mex.
(7).
Hartwick 71 Baldwin-Wall. 54
W. Chest. Tch. 77 Fairmont St 65
SAN FRANCISCO - Bobby
Carrousel' Tourney Charlotte
Scanlon, 1321•43, San Francisco,
First Round
outpointed Lauro Salas, 129%,
Tennessee 89 Bucknell 71
Mexico, (10).
Alabama 78 Clemson 75
Louisiana Tech 66 Davide°, 41
Friday
•
- Sou Cal. 67 Arizona Tempe St. 62 Cuba at Murray Trng
Louisiana St 80 Lafayette
Midwest
S. Christtan at N Marshall
West
Mt. Union 78 Case Tech 41
Sedalia at South Marshall
Drake 71 Colorado 88
Indiana 79 St Mary's (Calif.) 66 Idaho 75 Colorado State 61
(1`- av gs n)
Purdue 74 South Dakota 82
Loyola, Ill 89 Ohio Wesleyan 66
Nebraska 61 Ohio U. 53
Wisconsin 59 Butler 58
Dayton 64 ,Fordharn 35
Southwest
SMU 75 Auburn 65
Texas Christian 80 Howard P. 62

College Basketball
Ratings

iy time, friends and
g that your Christand brightest ever.
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SUZAN BALL

Cage
Schedule

YOUR BEST BETS IN

n

STARK'S
HARIAVARE

'

FOR MEN!
At Christmas Time, a Woman's
Place is in a Man's $torel
It's our business to know what man
like to wear. So ... why not maks it
your busin•ss to shop hero
rmen's
gifts that are sur• to go' ft worm
reception.

7

FREE!

THIS

FIVE DOLLARS IN
SAV-WAY TRADING
STAMPS at
in
MARTIN OIL CO.

AD IS WORTH

oo
$5
TRADING A'AMPS
i=o•

FREE!
FIVE DOLLARS IN
SAV-WAY TRADING
STAMPS at
MARTIN OIL CO.

7 V)

There's Christmas music
In the air and joy in every
,Y,
4
heart. At this gbd time,/j

Dress Shirts

we wish for all our

JUST RDIVE IN AND SAY "FILL ,'ER UP"
friends and
neighbors

One
•

MARTIN OIL

3

of

Stamps

Stamp
Issued

MURRAY, KY.
NOW GIVES

AY

E R"
Telephone 1824

happiest

4(
Neckties

Ap holidays ever!

•

/4

Issued

Sweaters
Slacks

gifts from

For

For

tESSES

the

Handkerchiefs

Each

Each

10¢

Martin

SAY-WAY

In
• Trade

STAMPS

Belts

-7"
4c MEN'S JEWELRY
HATS
by KNOX and RESISTOL

Coupon
Unit

Ar

Murray Beauty Shop
Katherine Lax, owner
Jean Weeks (operators) Jerry McClard

-7.

are lint

SPORT COATS
What hp

by HALT, MARK

SUITS
by VARSITY TOWN
HART-SCHAFFNER & MARX
* ******** * *

• unwevim,

•

•

ank for

W

-

4, Chris/filo
***** *******
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WOMEN'S PAGE
Lochie Landolt, Editor
Bride-Elect
Barbara Mott
Ilonored Recently

Saturday, December 21
Miss Barbara Ann Matt, bride!Motor Sales, Murray. and HatThe United Daughters of the cher Motor Sales. Union City,
s:tete of Mr. Eugene CsOburn.
was honored with a miscellan- Confederacy will meet' at the Tenn.. will have then Christmas
eous sterv..er recently in
ti e Murray Electric Building for a dinner in t h e private dirnng
1.107. :LICk itireiheasn at 1 p.m.
hoipe of Miss Gesargia Jones.
the Kentucky Colonel at
arm
••••
five otkick. A tratittionral Christffostessers for the pars were
mas dinner' will be %served.
S.,nday. December 22
Misses June Fay, Glenda Culver,
Monday. December 23
Ann Ta
Gale Douglaas,
The employees and their wives
arch V at the ih'SCS of the
Sandra Miller. Wylene Jones, of %%eon Mercury and . Hatilier Fiat Isletrsodaet
Church will hold
Edwina Kirk and Georgia Johes.
ita Clut.slrnas party at 7:30 p.m.
Rohwedder,
Beale
and
Betty
Pat
Mi_s Mott chose for the oclhe church parlor.
(seem a brown and black plaid Hart.
- "•
taffeta party dress. She wore a
Others on the guest list were
cursage of white carnations preM:.s-ses Allegra Jones, Cynthia
sented to her by the hostesees.
Jetten, Sharon McIrrtesh. Bel,/
Those attending or' sending Thurman. Kay Parker. Sandra
gifts were Misses Mara Louise Hamrck. Nancy Roberts. RoeSanta clams visited the chilSins•ell. Loma Alexander: Rose anne Farris. Sammye Willtenson,
Dyer. Carolyn Wallis. Martha Deanne Story. Marlia Jones. dren a:tend:rig the Zeta DepartGarland. Lynn Hats. Diane El- Mary F. Churchill. Lochie Belle ments Christmas part;. at the
k:re, Shelia George. Saundra Overheat. Jeanette McNutt. Mart- Weunan's Club House. WedineeEvans, Frankie Erwin. Faye Ice Easter. and Messers Keith day afternaon. Davernbcr 18 at
4 -pan.'
Ragsdale. Melissa Sex:.
Hill and Hohnan Jones'
Children attending e r, els en
gifts frcm Santa Claus a n d
cookies and punch in Christmas
colors were served.
Hairess for the holiday party
were' Mesdames J. Lacy Hopson,
Pink!ey. Lewis C. Ryan.
OPEN 4:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Pat Walks, Tont , Rowlett and
Miss Math lain, Lamb.

of

Zetas'Give
Children's Party
At Club House

••■••11M1

41••••••=11

Cecals
Activities

Telepborke 1685

SOCIAL CALENDAR

"Entertaining" Was
Subject For West
Hazel Homemakers

Craig Scale., age 4, and his
brotl.er Brace, six months, soiss
at Mr. and Mrs. Jerrold Scatee,
1107 Vine, have just returned
borne from °town County General Hospital in Union City,
Term, where they have been
in rgoing treatment.
••••
Mr and Mrs. Wayne Wells
Clark announce the birth of a
daughter, Ronda Kay, born Decemoer 6 at the Murray He'sVital weighing :eight pounds 7
ounces. The Clarks Jive at 708
Ryan

Mrs. Henkel Stockdale a n d
Mrs. Tom Nesbit, major project
loaders, gave the leason "Enterraining Friends" at the meetof the West Hazel Homemakers
Club. The group met December
A :ieughter, Glenda Sue \eat
14 an the home of Mrs. Kosice born
December 6 to Mr. and
Jones.
Mrs Nathan David Roberts,
Mrs. Cc
Milsteara continued 1611'2 Nlain Street.. The baby,
:he program by discussing Land- born at Iiitbe Murray Hospital,
seta p.ng notes with the club. weighed MX pours* 14 ounces.
••••
Mrs. Stockciale gave the devoeonal and Mrs. Lillaum Paschall
Babert Bruce King wee born
led in prayer.
December 7 Ageighing &even
Christmas gifts were exchang- pounds three. ountes at t h e
ed and a nunor lesson project Murra Hospital. H* parents are
was ti/SCILY•ed by Mrs. June*.
Mr and Mm. Robert Loyd King
Guests at the meeting were of C.0% ert City.
••••
Mrs. Richard Nesbit and Mrs.
Faye Valentine and family.
December 5 was the birth date

•

— N

PLATE LUNCH
60`

Meat, 3 Vei and
Dessert

VE

CAT FISH DINNERS
75c to s1.25

DAY

AND

by

a

loaded

•••••

TODAY!

Three Groups
If'SCS Meet For
Xmas Program

4'

SATURDAY
they gleturphinde
•h
••

Circles I, 11, and III of the
WS(S of the First Methodhst
Church met in the social hall
of the church recently for a
general meeting. Circle III was
host. Mrs. Edgar Morris was in
charge of the program.
Mee • Morris presented Mrs.
Paul Lyles who told the stary
'at Christmas. Shit took each
letter -1 the word "Christmas"
and gave important Ribjecks
pertaining to it. As Mrs. Lyles
told the story, Mrs. Howard
Ohla and Mrs. Gingles Wallis
sang earols that were connected
with the subject.
The haIl was decorated with
burning candles. Mn. Morris
closed the meeting with prayer.
Refreshments of fruit cake and
coffee were served at the close
at the meeting.

JAYNE
MANSFIELD
the buirgrar

!I t‘t tints
11111:!} , 1111,1101 IHREttlit I %Nieto
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CHRISTMAS SPECIALS I.
1956 CHEVROLET
CONVERTIBLE
Red 3: White, Fully
Equipped

"se

*

*

*

1956 FORD FAIRLANE
4-door Sedan, 8- Cylinder,
Automatic Transmission

••

*

*

1956 FORD VICTORIA
Red and White,
Otiginal Throughout
•

1955 BUICK
SUPFR HARDTOP

age."

"A Christmas Special"
Prevent

cCz(

Roast Beef - Chops
Steaks

FREE INSPECTION

SPECIAL BREAKFASTS
and SUPPERS

—Licensed & Insured—

TERMITES
Sam Kelley
Phone 441

NITE CAFE

*

1955 FORD VICTORIA
Two-Tone, Automatic
Tranmr*sion
Ready To Go!..
Christmas is a happy season of
giving and receiving, of good
times and good cheer. Here's
wishing you ail Us pleasures.

•
*
*
1956 HARDTOP DESOTO
This car you want to see! •

Christmas is a holy season, a
time to worship and rejoice.
May its deepest spiritual meaning bring you peace and joy.

HUGO WILSON

MURRAY LIVESTOCK

KELLEY'S PEST
•CONTROL

EAST MAIN STREET

*

*

The Destructive Termite

EXCELLENT

w

frigntened

school bus. The deer ran at full

LONDON 11' — The British
Ministry of Pensiens and National Health formally notified
its staff today that ur determining whether a.person is a child.
the pr.:-7.c consideration is the

',4.doz. Fried OYSTERS
85c

a

when

AGE Or REASON

Eradicate
'4(

young doe was killed yesterday

DOE

Kit t.S

GREENVILLE. Miss. RP — A

of Miss Reta Alone Paschall, weighed eight pounds 7 ounces speed into a barn door.
at birth.
daughter if Mr. and Mrs. Cares B. Paschall, Aleno. The baby
born at the Murray Hospital,

DAY & NITE CAFE
SPECIAL

COLLISION

PERSONALS

Weddings
Cub News
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2nd and
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light and
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$1.95
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LORRAIN&

Double Woven. N' Ion
Pearl Stitched - SlipOn with Scallop Top

•

Frosty elide and

fashion.lt Ln0
martfamous
istksha
812-me
RAINE. Takes to eater like
the flowers of spring ...
and then dries to bright
Irnoeniwng.freshness without. even

$398

* "GEORGE *
WASHINGTON'S
* CHOICE" *

6
Lovely Gift Wrapping That
Will Make Her Gift Even
More Cherished

4vtr‘cc.„ Littleton's

A. Trimly tailored ... classic slip. Becoming
cut of the bodice is enhanced by a charm-

hem

ing pattern of nylon lace insert and the
Is sparked by dainty lace edging. Features
an all-around shadow panel.

America's most famous bad•

Sizes 32 to 40
Extra sizes 42 to

spread,it entice a certificate et
authenticity and is permanently
registered in the owner's name.
Preshrunk, reversible; %ash.
able ...a lifetime treasure in
Antique or Snow White.

B.

3.98
98

Lovely petticoat with fetching flounce accented by charming nylon lace insert . .
prettied by a Low of dainty ribbon. Features

uide. comfy elastic at the waist and all
around shadow panel. Srnall, medipm ot
large stres........$3.98
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young doe was killed yesterday
A

when

frigntened

by

a

loaded

school bus. The deer ran at full
speed into a barn door.
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New Outlook
On Actors
Presented

SPECIALS 1g
gg
g
I
..
1

IS

CHEVROLET
/ERTIBLE
Sz White, Fully
ped

*

"I've seen Westerns where the
hero catches up with the villain,
but instead of shooting down
the bad men the new-type hero
tries to understand him," she
blazed. "It's a national disgrace.
Losing Respect.
"Actors today du '1, Ififvegent
American men. I wonder what
people in other c
think
when they see our actors laying
weak-sister rules. Nowa ys the
hero is as apt to break down
and cry as he is to defend
the heroine. No wonder the rest
of the world is losing respect for
Americans."
Erin warns she had better
not be cast opposite one of
the fragile imports from New
York.
"By the time I got through
with him he'd need a brokenbone specialist, not a psychiatrist," she laughed.
GENEROSITY

CURTAILED

COMPTON, Calif.
— Tommy Perry, 4, got into the Christmas spirit a little too much, his
mother thought. Mrs. Perry had
set aside $80 for Christmas presents. Tommy found it in her
purse, went for a stroll and
handed the bills to pals and
passerS-by, wishing all a "Merry
Christmas."

FIVE

CI VICTORIA
Vhite,
hroughout

By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK
—Rule No. I
in television is keep things moving. Keep that picture stirred or
your viewer may desert to another channel.
.
So, when you're faced with
Shakespeare and the awful
thought that your audience May
drop off, Why, you stir and stir
and stir.
Sunday Maurice Evans and
Co. stirred like crazy in an
NBC-TV production of "Pwelfth
Night." It was a visual romp—
a pink and violet complete with
midgets, footmen
dressed
in
monkey heads, attendants dressed like unicorns, jai,* people
who hung from trees and a
Malvolio who spoke in a cockney accent and disappeared in a
puff of smoke.
Inevitably in this kind of
thing, Shakespeare's strength —
his verbal magic — is sloughed
off. And what is left is a kind
of sugar - coated, rating - happy
Shakespeare; a Shakespeare for
all those people who have been

SOMERVILLE, N. J. (IP —
Police began a "discreet" search
for two vital items. Mrs. Edith
Ericksen reported her 19-year
old daughter's girdle and panties
had been stolen from the clothes
line in back of her home.

I

*

Keep 'things
Stirred Up
Is TV Rule

UNMENTIONABLES SOUGHT

g

FAIFtLANE
1, 8- Cylinder,
ransrnission
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monrww..ssas
owed off the playwrialt by Yorkers never visit, the
are just misunderstood neurotics
who hated their sisters.
their schoolmarms.
who live in the tenements

PAGE PM

No.

than Elvis Presley's ducktall. She
is an outspoken eutie who doesn't
like generalities. She proved this
by naming her p e t dislikes
among the unkempt set.
"The actors I'm talking about
are Rod Steiger, Paul Newman,
Anthony Franeiosa and Ben Gazarra," she fumed. "And I don't
dig Brand°, either.
"Women prefer,a man's man.
By VERNON SCOTT
Male types like John Wayne,
Press
Staff
United
Correspondent Gary Cooper and William Holden.
HOLLYWOOD ilh — The case They don't have to visit a psyagainst the scratch and squirm chiatrist before deciding whether
school of acting was strengthened they should kiss a girl.
today by pert Erin O'Brien who
"But these younger actors bedenounced Actors Studio gradu- have as if they all needed nurseates for portraying American maids and mothers instead- of
men as a pack of neurotics.
girl friends."
A_,„fiery colleen with a lusty
A National Disgrace
ap011oach to life, Erin says movErin is content enough with
ies are losing women customers Andy Griffith, her leading man
because there are no he-men in "Onionhead." He's a rough
among young actors.
and tumble Southerner. who does"The spoiled little-boy types n't mumble when he talks.
from New York all look as if
Erin went on to say the newthey need baths and haircuts," comers have invaded horse opshe frowned.
eras.
An Outspoken Guth!'
"The way they play Billy
Erin looked as if she'd just the Kid and other outlaws is
stepped from a bubble bath, downright funny. They'd have
anie her hair was cropped shorter audiences believe that criminals

1
1
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION—Here is a view of the 15 NATO dele'gates at the Paris meeting. Each Is a chief of state save for
Portugal's, missing because of illneas.f/sternational Radiophoto),

'15 BUICK
IARDTOP
; S'pecial"

FLEt

SMOG

SANTA CRUZ, Calif. 11Th —
Five teenagers who ran away
from their homes in Southern
California, explained to sheriff's
deputies when apprehended that
they left home because they
couldn't stand the smog any
more.

ROYALTY TO WED
LUXEMBOURG
— The
Grand Ducal Court has formally
announced the engagement of
Princess .Marie-Adelaide, daughter ot the Grand Duchess of
Luxembourg to Silesian Prince
Charles Joseph Henckel of Donnermarck. The announcement did
not specify a date for the wedding, but court sources said it
probably would take place in
the spring of 1958 in Luxembourg Cathedral. Princess MarieAdelaide, 33, is the second of
the grand duchess' four daughters and the last to marry.

But I suppose TV really has
no Choice in the matter and this
sort of marshmallowing is inevitable. And it is only fair to say
Bat "Twelfth
Night" w a s
mounted stunnitholy--particularly
the scene in whet Mainrolio is

poor
that
line Mulberry St., and a picturesque folk who hold street
festivals where everybody lives
it up eating pizzas and zeppoli.
Is there any seat in the city?
Sure, over at Stillman's Gym.

cliches), look at traffic snarl
arid oh, the climate is filthy, but
these are all kind of funny and
wonderful and all go into the
making of New York, this riddle
of steel arid stone, this unique
1.0WA.

Bogh.

New Rambler American

One birth's- note of praise —
Dennis King (Sir Toby) and
Max Adrian (Sir Andrew), both
of them real pros.

for

Sunday, CBS - TV's "Seven
Lively Arts" presented a onehour film, "Here Is New York,"
based on an article by E. B.
White.
It was a well - Photographed
clkbe.
There is an irritating tendency
to romanticize New York. And
the common attitude among too
many writers is to approach the
city with a half-eye and a snug
posture and bellow. • New York
is some pumpkins and ain't you
sorry your city isn't?
Well, of course, that's nonsense. It's part of the myth of
New York, a myth compounded
of arrogance, self-deception and
gush.
"Here Is New York.," paced
the smug attitude and it also
packed all of the Baghdad-onthe-Hudson stereotypes. Thus:
Greenwich Village is a place
where the young dabble in Bohemian life, the Statue of Liberty is the landmark that New

Color? Sure, look at this shot
of a street singer serenading
people outside this theatre. And
wasn't it lucky our camera just
happened to be there?
Is there anything wrong with
this city? Sure, look at these
towns on the Bowery (cliche of

The Ratublar American. newest entry Is the U. S.
ket, combines the economy and
antanseNs
hetaiell eels et the small European cars with the
parfaratamte. comfort sad roominess of the large
ears. Built on a 100-inch wheelbase, tits
, two-door American hi offered in a
Super sedge, and will have the lowest

ativerdesd-delvered pries of asy U. S.-Itnit can
The Rambler American Is the otdy treall oar avail. with an antestade immolation, as well as
standard sYscromesh and optieeel overdrive. The
new ear Is powered by' it dr-cylinder 1..beed sides
developing PO horsepower. Ti. American will go an
sale later this maw&

reefings
With all the traditional good will and
(
warmth of the Holiday season, we wish the best

FORD VICTORIA
one, Automatic
nission
To Go!

of evlorything to our loyal patrons and thank them most heartily
for the opportunity of serving them during the post yeaK

*

P DESOTO
int to see!

WILSON
)SALES
Phone 682

1111

ee'5

rodiont with

The old truths of the

•

joy at this most

ft

1953 G.M.C. Ys-TON PICKUP

Blue and Ivory - Full Power

Radio and heater

1953 CHEVROLET

Christmas story bring new
•

1955 CADILLAC 4-door

blessed of holidays.

1953 G.M.C. Vs-TON

Bel Aire Coupe, Radio, Heater and
Power-Glide

Big Bed, Radio, Heater
Conventional Drive

1954 CHEVROLET 4-dr. Sedan

May your heart rejoice

1 2-TON
1949 CHEVROLET /

Bel Aire, Radio, Heater and
Power-Glide

...and may peace be
with you always.

Radio and Heater

1905 CHEVROLET V-8 Sedan

1950 PLYMOUTH 2-door

44ciiii—
% Radio, Heater and Power-Wide
Bel Aire

Radio and Heater

1953 BUICK HARDTOP Coupe

1952 NASH 4-door Sedan

Factory Air-Conditioned, Full I'ower

Local car

•
Take advantage of thirty years buying, selling and servicing experience, we
will not sell you a bum car.

DUBLIN AUTOS', INC.,riGNE
Houston-McDevitt Clinic

606 and 608 MAPLE STREET

Texaco Bulk Plant
Burton Young
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ForThe Benefit Of Late Christmas Shoppers
The Office Supply Department of the Ledger&Times

1. Becoming
a charm the hem
g. Features

Will BiOpen All DaySaturday
Ia

Mr. Greene 0. Wilson Will Be On H and To Aid You In Your Selection.

flounce ac.

insert .
n. Features
it and all

SMITH-CORCV PORTABLES, FIVE COLORS ... many other excellent gifts of a practical nature.

nedipm ot

TYPEWRITER MECHANIC WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Greene 0. Wilson'

g
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Joyous
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s the wise men followed a guiding star to the
place where He was born, may our hearts turn to Him this
Christmas, with love and adoration. As we hear again the
blessed story of His birth, may we experience anew all the
joys of that first Christmas, Ions ago. May the spiritual
inspiration of the day abide with us through all our years.
And may the "tar of Bethlehem !ht the way to "Peace on
Earth, Good Will Toward Men." These Christmas wishes
we 'share with you, in the true spirit of this Holy Season.

CALLOWAY MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
'

•

•

•
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anft41P111.111.0*
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WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
HARRY JEFFRA

DECEMBER 20, 1957

by United Press
Harry Jeffra, a tough little
man out of Baltimore, won the
world bantam weight championship from Sixto Escobar in 1937
and the featherweight _crown
from Joey 'Archibald in 1940.
IS per word for owe day. minimum of 17 wards for Sao -S. per ward for throe days. Cloistflod ads Sr. payable la advanos.
Later he lost both titles back
to the original owners. But he
still was a key figure among
Joe Wimberly, 987-R. Excellent I HAVE sever' good user_ washthe little men until 1942 when
DZIC ing machines priced for quick
ChniaUnas gift.
LOST & FOUND
Chalky Wright flattened him in
•
See
M.
G. Richardson, 407
sale.
J
10 rounds, in his own home
A-1, young male Pointer, train- Su. 8th St., or phone 74.
D21C
FRESH FISH. Leor.ard Wood, 1 ed, Setter female 11 mu., doing
LOST: Weimerierna female pup- town of Bal.imore, in an unmile on Oi.oldwater Road. PhOne good work, beauties, registered, AVAILABLE NOW. Smith Co- py. '1 ro intha old, wearing collar. LOS'T: Beagle hound, female,
1067-M. Open from noon during reasonable. Greene Wilson. Call rune portable typewriters. Five
May be in vicinity of southwest black, white, and tan head, name
J1C 1281.
week days, all de' Sat.
D21nc different colors. A gift that will
of Woodland. Please cell 148.0-M. Tillie. tatl B. S'roud. Phone 80.
be goodlor years to come, Office
020P
D29C
SPIJMPED on.. that Christmas Cuthrnan Motor §cooters. Place
Supply Dept. of the Ledger and
gift Visit the Offee Supply your
orders n o w. Excellent
Times.
D2lne
Deportment of th, Ledger and Chrisrtmas gifts. See M. G. RichTimes. Wonderful gifi items that
or call 74, Murray.
FOUR ROOM of furniture, nearare practical too
D21nc
D21C ly new. Including kitchen and
automatic washing machine.
HOUSE, 4 large rooms, side and
ONLY TWO used upright type- Owner moving out of town. Will
back porches, 2 acres land at
writers left. Both in excellent eacrifice for quick sale. Call 701Lynn Grove. Price $4,000. ConcJnarition. You can get either of M-4 Sat., Sun. or Mon., Dec. 21,
tact Loyd Tucker, 401 S. 12th
D23P
these two for a good price.. Good 22 or 23.
Street.
D21C ter a lehrestina.s gift, or use it
yourself. :See Greene Wilson,
CIIINAR CHESTS, new, neiomy, Office Supply Department of
•
hanan-bade, beautiful /thigh. Call the Ledger & Times.
D21 nc
3 ROOM, unfunfished apartment.
Call 8'72-W.
D20C

AI

The United States bought peace
HERO OF THE DAY
successful effort to regain the
from Algiers and Tunis by payfeather title.
HUMBOLDT, Tenn. IP -Quick ing $800,001, supplying a frigate
Wbatever happened to Harry
Jeffra? Today, he, is 43, out -of action by a school bus driver 'and annual tribute of $25,000 on
the fight game but very def- was credited today with saving Nov. 28, 1795.
initely in racing. He's a jockey's 45 school children froni being
agent with apprentices Tom Lee plunged into a ravine. Driver
Homer Robinson said he jammed
and George Cross as clients:
HEAR HOW
the accelerator "to the floor•
Knute' Rockne, great Istotre board" when he felt a bridge
Dame football coach, was killed, ov,er the ravine giving • away.
in a plane crash near Bazaar,- The bus barely made solid ground
beffire the struc'ure collapsed
Kan., March 31, 1931.

CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS

FOR SALE

I
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MURRAY LOAN CO.

WSIX Tv
CHANNEL S
NASHVILLE
Each S.nday 1:30 P.M.

Tplephone 13C
1i506 W. Main St.
"YOUR HOMF.-CWNE.D LOAN CO.'

5/3/ 'I
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FOR RENT
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33-Cut
40-handle
41-At no time
43-Wooden pin
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-Day
girt,noun
17•-tiurinise
61-Stroke
demon
Llt- Ventilated
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53-Prefix new
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• 66-Ship channel
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firmly
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3 ROerlil furnished apartment.
GI- und floor,'hot at r and bath,
1286 W. Math. P. 25.
D23C
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

-.

5:115 EACH SUNDAY A.M.
On Radio Station WN11111
• also •

wishes for a

- craft and
FOR TOYS,gitb
• it, tti.
Starks
hotmiebold
Hardware "Whereing is no
tar. Phi ne
problem." 111th &
1142.
TV

--.hristmas
rich in

sarrirs

GUN REPAIR. Antique
guns rebuilt and repaired. Most
all parts a%ailable. Foreign and
available.
antique anwnunition
Nickel plating. Lamaurr Britt,
214 North 13th Street.. Ph(me
D20C
155-W.

hope, peace
and
lrittslovo.

I

Wg, WANT to hire some help.
Boys 10-14, honest, dependable
and willing to work. Edward
Perry, phone 1659-J. Jimmie
%Villains, ph. tic' 110.4 , ir call 55.
TT

—•

\

At this joyous season of giving

•,

and receiving, we take pleasure

,I.i

in extending to you our heart-

F

felt good wishes for a very Merry

removed free.
DEAD STOCK
Radio dispatched trucks. Dunces+
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
days • week. C•ii Iona distance
collect, Mayfield 433, Union City
1305.

all your loved ones enjoy every

ERVICES OFFERED

rets W-SWIM omit.

dThe Doctor's Husband

Christmas! We hope that you and

minute of this happy holiday!

.Baueum Real Estate Agency

LERMAN BROS.

Bill Hall

Hoyt Roberts

tp 19:a by Elizabeth Seifert Reprinted by pe rml.i.ion of the novel s publisher.
Dodd. Need it Co. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.

by Ernie Bushatiller---
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But and inins-dately 1.11 in love with
"Oh, rot old age_ it.
cuArTnn is
curate old enough the lifting hills, the broad .neafv; JANUARY 15, Miehiel de• maturity, and
dows, the rock-walled fte1.1:. and
parted for service el the Air tor that!"
With the
"How does your friend Howdy the encircling trees
Force. Tracy moved to a small
suite rt the Forest Park lintel. feel about your new maturity?" , flash of rivers, and the old, settled houses.
_fad tocec up her duties In Dr. teased Roaalie.
"I could hire here!" she told
IIPO'Connell's offices.
Tracy's cheeks flared pink.
The time flew, eNdicel was at "That Howdy! But, really, Rosa. her hosts with warm enthusiasm.
Chanute tor telk days. then he lie, he's only being kind to me."
"We hoped you'd like it:'
Tracy did like it, and made big
,.'as sent to California. After three
"Yeah, kind."
to
sent
was
months at George. he
They were friends. Howdy Nis- plans for spending tier two weeks
lie
sold
loved.
Alris!:a, which he
bet was excellent company. And to the heat advantage. She'd fish,
his car and sent Tracy the money Tracy liked him; she liked being and she'd take long walks, climb
She
own.
her
of
car
a
for
to use
asked to eat Christmas dinner I mountain, look at some interestdid as be asked, proud of his with tum and his parents: they ing houses.
lhoughtfulness.
What she ulna* did was to
were lovely people, and devoted
While stationed at Anchorage, to their only son. She and Mr. wake up in the early down of
he wrote three enthusiastic letters Nisbet marveled that a girl so the Fourth with a burning pain in
meg her. Then he was transferred young and pretty could be • doc- her lower abdomen, a hardness-to Thule, which he enjoyed as tor. They listened with a degree Ofts no" she moaned. 1 can't twee
much. "It's made for a guy like ot horror when Howdy and Tracy appenthritia here?
But "he woo' very sick, and
nes with golar bear bloot in his would get into some medical diewithin twenty minutes Mrs. NisVeins."
cusaion.
He seemed to be doing well In
Somehow that kind of talk bet heard her, came to her, and
all respects,"1 m afraid my duties didn't seem just right to the old- also suggested appendicitis.
"I'll call the clinic right away,"
are more executive than actually er folk, not between a fine young
medical: I'm up for Major so man and a pretty girl. "Women Mrs. Nisbet was saying In •
with
desk
perhaps I ride my
ahdlildn't he doctors," decided downright cheerful tone. "There's
grace. And to be perfectly honest, Ilowil),'s mother, nodding her sil- always somebody there."
Aping."
I'm
what
"Don't tell 'em she's a doctor,"
Tracy. I like
very-white head.
Ile wrote infrequently, but all
Tracy smiled. "All right, then, said Mr. Nisbet, who had joined
ibot his letters were friendly and I am not a doctor around this the consultation. "She can't do a
house. Remember that, Howdy." thing for herself in this matter."
"I know what to say." Mrs.
Tracy answered them in kind.
"Suits me fine," he agreed
Nisbet assured her husband. And
• She too kept' busy. She let her cheerfully.
could
she
ter, hair grow until
It was fine for Tracy to have trotted off. • , • •
war it in a smooth page-boy, such friends, and such a home to
again.
short
at
cut
Tracy moaned and rolViil her
and then she
go to as a welcome guest. ea
head; she'd lived another tvk enty
She hought herself a red coat
from
originally
was
Nisbet
Mrs.
and twin cashmere sweaters. She New England, and the family minutes, and she must get up.
conA strong hand pres,ied her
sos asked to nit In on the
maintained as a summer home
shoulders ildwn upon the matwiltations over the development
inhented
had
she
whedi
farm
Use
pink
the
tress. "Easy doe's it, girl." said
of a polio vaccine, and
from her parents. Mr. Nesbit was
▪ pig grew heavy with many coins. an attorney, lately become selec- a deep, clipped voice. Tracy
and
she
agreement,
looked up in amazement. The docif By amicable
tive in the cases he took by way
Michael each were pending regutor! So soon?
the
spent
They
off."
of **tapering
"Who're you?" she asked, the
lar checks to pay off their debt entire summer in New England,
"their
it
Calling
•
father.
his
words blurred feverishly.
to
for
there
went
always
Howdy
and
debt." Tracy told herself, airli. "I'm Haws," said the man
it.
of
part
or
vacation,
his
unity
whose fingertips at least knew
fted a new and wonderful
When Mrs. Nesbit suggested
point. "Senior
between them.
like e "good about McBurney's
might
Tracy
that
much
prolearning
*Tracy was
Surgeon at the Indian Ridge
the farm" for her vacaat
rest
take
to
how
knew
She
feesionally.
Clinic."
tion, she accepted with pleasure.
a,od record all the minute details
She intended to smile, bet she
Howdy deplored the fact that
%Ouch would lead to an accurate
was too sick--and he probably
the
at
be
not
could
Tracy
and
diagnosis. She did, or supervised, he
thought the face she made ems a
farm together. It had, he deft all the tests. and /dialysed them. clared. been something of a mis- symptom. Clinic Indeed' • Any
O'Connell
Tracy had heard Dr.
three doctors working together
▪
fortune to take her into the same
a clinic!
say that she was the hest he'd
together, for fair called themseiv•ti
journeyf
office:
diagnostic
getting
in
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